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A network-based gene prioritization approach for ranking of genes associated with a quantitative trait is
presented. The approach integrates information from trait phenotypes, SNP data and protein-protein
associations and uses a Bayesian mixture model for quantifying the variance explained by genetic variants
linked to each candidate gene and gene complexes. The approach is illustrated on milk production traits in
dairy cattle. It provides a general framework for prioritizing genes associated with various quantitative traits
in different species.

Variance component analysis
using a Bayesian Mixture Model

Data
Phenotypes was conventional estimated breeding values for milk, fat and protein yield on
4497 Danish Holstein bulls.
Genotypes was avaliable on all bulls based imputed HD chip data (>600k SNPs, MAF>0.01).
SNPs were mapped to the UMD3.1 Bovine Genome assembly containing 26,352 genes with
an Entrez Gene ID.
Protein association was obtained from the STRING database
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Genomic variances was computed as Var(Xibi) over MCMC cycles for the ith marker subset
including whole genome, genes or biological complexes/pathways.
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Large overlap among high
ranking genes across traits
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Analysis
Data was analysed using the following model: y = Xb + e, where y is the vector of
phenotypes, X is the design matrix relating SNP genotypes to individuals, b is the vector of
SNP effects and e is the residual. Sampling of b was based on mixture distributions with a
small and large variance as prior distribution for the SNP effects.
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